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                    Abstract—
The key differences between Russian municipalities in terms of migration increase (decrease) are determined by their position in the center-periphery system, which is most often represented with their capital/noncapital status. Most regional capitals demonstrate migration increase. The larger the capital is and the higher its migration attractiveness, the wider the areas of its intensively developing suburbs are, and the more the net increase zone that is observed in them extends. This hypothesis is tested in the article on data for 63 metropolitan areas, in 52 of which data on the new housing supply is simultaneously available. The source of data is the Rosstat database of indicators characterizing municipalities for 2014–2019, as well as the database of the shortest distances along existing roads from the centers of regional capitals to the centers of each municipal unit of the suburban zone (km). Suburbs that are 30–40 km away from the cores of metropolitan areas are characterized by significant migration increase and housing supply. Starting from a distance of 60–65 km, housing supply drops to values below the national average, and there is a steady migration decrease. The larger the population in the cores of the metropolitan areas is, the farther away these borders are from them. With increasing distance from regional capitals, per capita housing construction as well as the number of municipal units with net increase and the proportion of the population living in them are declining. A high migration increase in peri-urban areas is based on a limited number of municipalities with its ultra-high values that develop standard multi-story housing. They are located in close proximity to the capitals and their initial population is usually relatively small. An analysis of housing construction and migration rates in regional capitals and suburban municipal units indicates that the near suburbs represent an extension of regional capitals beyond their administrative boundaries providing opportunities for extensive territorial and population growth.
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                    Notes
	Here, it means a new wave of growth in population density in the downtown associated with targeted but rather large-scale construction of housing for the middle class in the center due to the impossibility of reaching it from the suburbs with the current size of the metropolitan area.


	Database for indicators of municipalities (https:// www.gks.ru/dbscripts/munst/).


	Population of the Russian Federation by municipalities. Moscow: Rosstat,2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 (https://rosstat.gov.ru/compendium/document/13282).


	Database for indicators of municipalities (https:// www.gks.ru/dbscripts/munst/).


	The data on the total housing supply and individual housing construction allow us to calculate the size of housing supply without taking into account individual housing construction, i.e. contractor organizations. The vast majority of such housing is introduced in the form of multi-story buildings.


	Part of the territory of the republic is included in the metropolitan area of the administrative center of another federal subject, i.e., Krasnodar krai.


	https://www.avtodispetcher.ru/distance/ (access date February 6, 2022).


	In the Samara–Togliatti metropolitan area, the distances from the centers of municipal settlements in Stavropol district and the urban okrug of Zhigulevsk were calculated to the city of Togliatti.


	In one of the settlements in Smolensk oblast, substantial migration increase is not associated with intensive housing construction but with a large number of specialists from a large international transport and logistics company registered therein.
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